
Packing list for your hunting trip

nasal ointment

lip balm

hand cream

toothpaste

toothbrush

hairbrush

blister plaster

anti blister stick

painkillers

personal medication

tweezers

nail scissors

sun milk SPF 50 after-sun cream

COVID quick tests (if necessary)

broad-spectrum antibiotic if necessary

mosquito repellent (buy in Namibia)

disinfection

FFP2 mask (if necessary)

glasses / contact lenses, as well as

accessories

razor

travel hair dryer (often on site)

deodorant (preferably fragrance-free)

shower gel & shampoo (often on site)

first aid kit

HYGIENE, FIRST AID & MEDICATION 

Tshirts

long-sleeved shirts

sweaters

shorts

long pants

fleece jacket or softshell

jacket

jacket (windbreaker that does

not rustle)

shoes

flip flops/slippers

hat (with wide brim)

short (leather) gaiters

scarf or multifunctional scarf

gloves

pajamas

belt

underwear

socks

swimwear

sunglasses

CLOTHES
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smartphone + charger

camera + battery

memory card

powerbank

adapter

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT

hunting rifle & scope
(may only be brought in between February and
November; rental rifles are also available locally.
You can read about which calibre you should bring
for which game at theecohunter.com/en/entry-
requirements-rifle-importation-trophy-shipping-
namibia/)

ammunition
(We recommend 40-60 rounds. Ammunition must

be transported in a lockable box separate from the

rifle, i.e. in checked baggage and NOT in hand

baggage.)

hunting rifle case with lock

binoculars (optimal: 8x42)

hunting knife

small daypack with drinking

system

shooting stick (tripod or

bipod)

cartridge case for the belt

headlamp incl. spare

batteries

flashlight incl. spare

batteries

HUNTING EQUIPMENT

PAPERS & REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
FOR IMPORTING YOUR RIFLE INTO
NAMIBIA

passport

vaccination card

credit card

cash

proof of international health

insurance

separate proof of your international

health insurance about the

coverage of costs in case of illness

with Corona

invitation from the hunting farm

telephone number, contact person

and address of the hunting farm 
 (required for filling in the entry form)

valid rifle ownership card

hunting rifle import permit for

customs
(download in advance at www.theecohunter.com or receive on

arrival)

OTHERS

travel blanket

inflatable pillow
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